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ABSTRACT
The plasmonic enhancement of electromagnetic field energy density around planar surfaces of hydrogen-absorbing transition metals, Pd, Ti, and Ni, has been quantitatively investigated, to explore the use of plasmonics in the forthcoming hydrogen economy. We have observed that a large degree of energy focusing, with the enhancement factor over several hundreds, is available for these transition metals in the microwave region, even surpassing the enhancement for noble metals. This finding could potentially lead to technological progress in various hydrogen-related energy applications including hydrogen storage, sensing, and nuclear fusion.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A group of transition metals such as Pd, Ti, and Ni are promising for their high ability to absorb hydrogen, for applications including hydrogen energy storage and sensing. Freely moving electrons in metals, particularly around metallic surfaces or interfaces with dielectric media, exhibit a strong interaction with electromagnetic fields or light in the form of collective oscillation, named "surface plasmons". Surface-plasmon-induced electromagnetic field enhancement on metal surfaces can be utilized for the enhancement of hydrogen absorption rate and optical detection sensitivity for applications such as hydrogen storage.

Laser fusion technology can potentially provide an ideal energy source for humans. One of the most crucial issues hindering its practical realization at present is the low energy-coupling efficiency between the heating laser and the fuel target. Energy focusing into the fuel targets, achieved by attaching metallic cone guiding materials in the vicinity of targets, has been implemented to some extent, but further focusing, particularly inside the targets, is required. The possibility of realizing compact nuclear-fusion reactors using deuterium-absorbed metals has also been investigated. The density of the triggering energy supplied to deuterium-metal systems to activate the nuclear-fusion reaction may be one of the key factors for producing a smooth and reproducible initiation of the reaction.

Noble metals such as Au, Ag, and Cu are known to exhibit large plasmonic field enhancements at optical frequencies and have been considerably investigated in the context of plasmonics, both experimentally and theoretically. However, there is an inadequate study of the surface-plasmon behavior of transition metal surfaces, particularly for longer wavelengths, and thus, this behavior is not well understood. The microwave region is important for applications such as heating, sensing, imaging, communication, and healthcare, and, therefore, a number of low-frequency plasmonics studies have been carried out for noble metals. Previously, we evaluated plasmonic field enhancement factors for transition metals in the optical frequency region, with the results indicating a decent degree of field enhancement, with the enhancement factor up to a couple of tens. In the present study, we present electromagnetic calculations at lower frequencies, with significantly higher degrees of field enhancements, particularly for hydrogen-absorbing transition metals, Pd, Ti, and Ni.
II. THEORY AND CALCULATION METHODS

We calculated the field enhancement factors, which represent the intensity ratios for fields around the object to those in the absence of the object (metals in this case), or the original incident fields, for planar metals in air, H$_2$, or vacuum, and H$_2$O. These calculations, which are based on the classical electromagnetic field theory, quantitatively show how much energy can be concentrated from the incident optical or electric power. We adopted the scheme to derive the maximum field enhancement described in Ref. 33. Having removed the noble-metal approximation in Ref. 33 (as described in detail later), we fully calculated the field enhancement factors for Pd, Ti, and Ni. Figure 1 shows a schematic cross-sectional view of the system under consideration. Let $\varepsilon_1$ and $\varepsilon_2$ be the frequency-dependent complex permittivities or dielectric functions of the surrounding medium and the metal, respectively, and let $\theta$ be the incident angle. We assumed an incidence of a $p$-polarized plane wave as the original electromagnetic field and its coupling into a surface-plasmon mode to determine the maximum field enhancement factors. The method used to calculate the field enhancement factors is described in Ref. 32. We extend the calculation region to the infrared or microwave frequencies in the present study, in contrast to the optical frequency region studied in Ref. 32. In short, the field enhancement factor is calculated as

$$\eta = \frac{\left| \vec{E}_{SP}(0^+) \right|^2}{\left| \vec{E}_0 \right|^2} = \frac{c \left[ q_1^2 + k_{SP}^2 \right] \cos \theta (1 - R)}{\omega \varepsilon_1^{1/2} k_{SP}^{n/2} \text{Re} \left[ \frac{k_{SP} \varepsilon_1 q_1^2 + \varepsilon_2 q_2^2}{\varepsilon_2 q_1 q_2} \right]}$$

(1)

Here, $\vec{E}_{SP}$ is the electric field for the surface-plasmon mode; $\vec{E}_0$ is the electric field of the incident wave, or, namely, the external field; $c$ is the speed of light; $\omega$ is the frequency of the field; $R$ is the reflectivity at the metal surface; $q_1$ and $q_2$ are the complex wave vectors in the $z$ direction in the surrounding medium and the metal, respectively; and $k_{SP}$ represents the complex wave vector of the surface-plasmon mode in the $x$ direction. The wave vectors were calculated by

$$q_j = \frac{\omega}{c} \left( -\varepsilon_j^{-1} \right)^{1/2} \quad (j = 1, 2),$$

(2)

$$k_{SP} = \frac{\omega}{c} \left( \varepsilon_1^{1/2} \varepsilon_2^{-1/2} \right)^{1/2}.$$  

(3)

The real and imaginary parts of complex quantities are indicated by primes and double primes, respectively. Note that this field enhancement factor is defined as the ratio of field "intensities" and not field "magnitudes." Weber and Ford used an approximation, $\varepsilon_j'' \ll -\varepsilon_j'$, in the derivation of the field enhancement factor. They rationalized this approximation by the nonlossy nature of noble metals, which were the only materials they dealt with in Ref. 33, so they ended up with a much simpler formula. In contrast, we fully calculated the enhancement factors as given in Eq. (1), removing the approximation to properly deal with the relatively lossy metals in this study.

While the Drude model is widely used for dielectric functions of metals for plasmonic electromagnetic calculations,\textsuperscript{14,35} we adopted polynomial fitting for the experimentally measured frequency-dependent optical constant data listed in Refs. 36 (for H$_2$O) and 37 (for metals) for the calculations in this article, as summarized in the Appendix. This is because it is difficult to fit the formalism of the Drude model to the dispersion of dielectric functions of realistic metallic materials for entire frequencies through the ultraviolet to the infrared, specifically for the higher energy region due to the bound-charge contribution.\textsuperscript{36} Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the polynomial fit used in this study for the real and imaginary parts, respectively, of the dielectric functions for the metals we dealt with in this study, Au, Ag, Cu, Pd, Ti, and Ni, and also H$_2$O [Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)]. We assumed that $\varepsilon' = 1$ and $\varepsilon'' = 0$ throughout the entire frequencies for air, H$_2$, and vacuum. For Au, Ag, and Cu at higher frequencies, we used the fitting functions in Ref. 10 for the computations in this paper.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3 shows the calculated spectra of field enhancement factors at the metal surfaces for Au, Ag, Cu, Pd, Ti, and Ni in air, H$_2$, or vacuum [Fig. 3(a)] and H$_2$O [Fig. 3(b)]. We assumed normal incidence ($\theta = 0$) and perfect coupling of the external field to the surface-plasmon mode ($R = 0$) to determine the maximum possible enhancement in this calculation. The difference in the plotted wavelength ranges among the metals is simply due to the difference in the available data in Ref. 37. The monotonic increase in the field enhancement factors with the wavelength for Au, Ag, and Cu observed in Fig. 3(a) is consistent with the results in Ref. 33 for the range up to 700 nm, handled therein. In addition, for all the six metals presently studied, we did not observe any surface-plasmon resonance behavior in the dispersion relation of $k_{SP}$ throughout the wavelengths for both cases in air and H$_2$O, except for the well-known resonance around 350 and 500 nm for Ag and Au, respectively. Local energy enhancement at the...
metal/dielectric interfaces of a certain degree is seen in the spectra in Fig. 3. In this way, the metal surfaces can concentrate optical or electromagnetic energy in their vicinity. Among the metal elements we calculated, the noble metals Au, Ag, and Cu are known to exhibit distinctively higher field enhancement factors than other metals in the higher frequency region (i.e., shorter wavelengths) due to their high conductivity.10,33,39 A certain level of field enhancement, however, is still attainable even for the hydrogen-absorbing transition metals Pd, Ti, and Ni, as seen in Fig. 3. Conversely, in the lower frequency or longer wavelength region for air, H2, or vacuum, the field enhancements for Pd, Ti, and Ni are surprisingly significantly higher and even surpass those of noble metals, as seen in Fig. 3(a). This result can be attributed to significantly smaller $\varepsilon''$, causing lower propagation loss or longer lifetime of the surface-plasmon mode, of Pd, Ti, and Ni than those of Au, Ag, and Cu at lower frequencies, as seen in Fig. 2(b); n.b., the magnitude relation of $\varepsilon''$ is reversed around 3 $\mu$m. Remarkably, the field enhancement factor for Pd is over 700, even for the frequency region whose dielectric function data can be evaluated thus far. It should be noted that the field enhancement factors for Pd, Ti, and Ni still show increasing tendency even at the lower frequency edge in our calculation, while Au, Ag, and Cu reach the plateau. Therefore, the plasmonic electromagnetic field enhancement of Pd, Ti, and Ni may be expected to increase even further at far lower frequencies. In contrast, however, the field enhancement factors for H2O are significantly smaller at lower frequencies for all the metals, as seen in
This rather unexpected result can be attributed to the fact that the increase in \( \varepsilon_1 \) of H\(_2\)O with wavelength, seen in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), significantly enlarges \( k_{SP} \), i.e., fast decay of surface-plasmon polariton mode propagating at the metal/H\(_2\)O interface, especially due to the large absolute values of \( \varepsilon_2 \) and \( \varepsilon_2' \) of the metals at lower frequencies, seen in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b).

It should be noted that the coupling of incident electromagnetic or optical energy into surface-plasmon modes does not occur at perfectly smooth metal surfaces. In this case, there is no enhancement of the electromagnetic energy, due to the extremely large reflectivity at the metal surface. Surface structures with scales smaller than the wavelength of the external or incident fields are required for efficient plasmon coupling to induce the enhancement effect.\(^{40-42}\) The surface structure is not necessarily periodic, but random roughness can also generate surface plasmons.\(^{40,43,44}\) For example, there may be some intrinsic micro/nanoscale roughness on regular metal surfaces. It is, therefore, expected that there is still some surface-plasmon electromagnetic enhancement effect even for normal metal materials, but not necessarily with particularly prepared surfaces intentionally micro/nano-engineered for plasmon coupling.

Note that the plasmonic energy-focusing scheme we studied in this paper is applicable not only to electric-field applications (through the application of electrical bias such as electrochemical batteries or electrolysis cells) but also to optical excitation sources such as lasers, since the electromagnetic field enhancement is equivalent for both systems. In this work, we calculated the field enhancement factors for a certain range of frequencies, but extrapolations to longer wavelengths provide estimates for cases such as the DC field or continuous-wave power application. This sort of optical or electromagnetic numerical model, incidentally, is simple and flexible for connecting to other models and may be employed to construct a comprehensive model by combining it with transport and reaction submodels,\(^{15,46}\) for instance.

This paper aims to give a conceptual understanding of the nature of the concentration of electromagnetic fields around metallic substances. As a result, we assumed that the case of a single metal/dielectric interface geometry is suitable due to its relatively straightforward computation and analysis. Therefore, in the present work, we showed calculations only for such a single-surface system for the sake of simplicity as a preliminary investigation, but surface plasmons located in between multiple metal structures with nanoscale separation distances, or so-called “gap plasmons,”\(^{47-49}\) would provide even higher field enhancement factors on conditions. This gap-plasmon effect will be discussed in future work.

The plasmonic field enhancement effect we calculated in this work can be potentially applied, for example, to hydrogen-storage technology. Since the dissociative adsorption of gaseous hydrogen molecules is the rate-limiting process among the whole hydrogen transport processes in hydrogen absorption into metals in many metal-hydrogen systems,\(^{46,50,51}\) an active dissociation of hydrogen molecules by applied electric field, for instance, significantly enhances the total hydrogen absorption velocity into solid metals. In this scheme, the applied electric field will be particularly enhanced in the vicinity of the metal surfaces, where the atomic dissociation occurs most efficiently for the subsequent surface adsorption due to the surface-plasmon effect. In addition, such a plasmonic field enhancement scheme on metal surfaces can also be utilized for the enhancement of the sensitivity of hydrogen detection.\(^{14-16}\)

This plasmonic field enhancement effect also has the potential to be applied to nuclear-fusion technologies. A potential application for such scenario of nuclear-fusion phenomenon supported by the plasmonic field enhancement effect is illustrated as follows. Once an initial nuclear-fusion reaction occurs in the highly
concentrated energetic "hot spot" region around a metal surface, the heat locally generated by the nuclear reaction induces subsequent reactions around the region and thus effectively initiates heat-mediated chain reactions to spread throughout the fuel material. Such "hot spots" can trigger an initial nuclear-fusion reaction to locally generate large amounts of heat and induce subsequent reactions by supplying the necessary activation energy, thereby leading to a complete fusion ignition of the entire fuel material. The local energy-focusing effect studied in this paper thus significantly increases the probability of the initial nuclear reaction, even if the total power supplied to the fuel material remains the same, and, therefore, may effectively reduce the input power threshold.

For laser fusion, we previously proposed and analyzed an efficient ignition system comprising metal nanoparticles or nano-shells embedded in conventional deuterated polystyrene fuel targets. Our present results further indicate an additional scheme of shells embedded in conventional deuterated polystyrene fuel if the total power supplied to the fuel material remains the same, significantly increases the probability of the initial nuclear reaction, even for metal plate samples, not to mention for the metal samples for novel type of fuel target for deuterium- or tritium-absorbed transition-metal-based materials. It should be noted that a combination of the field-enhancement scheme proposed in this paper with the existing metal-cone guiding scheme may potentially enhance the overall energy-coupling efficiency even further.

In the lower frequency region, in particular, high-level field enhancement is attainable for Pd, Ti, and Ni, which are commonly used for condensed-matter fusion, as seen in Fig. 3. It is important to note that a certain number of the electrolysis-type condensed-matter nuclear-fusion experiments reported so far may actually have benefited from this plasmonic local energy enhancement effect. If the spatial density of the reactive sites and the nuclear-reaction probability had been sufficiently high, the fuel samples would have been highly energy-absorptive. Therefore, the given incident energy would almost have been perfectly absorbed and converted for the reaction excitation. As a result, the electromagnetic enhancement effect presented in this work would hardly have contributed to the nuclear-reaction rate. In reality, however, the situation seen in many experimental reports in the community is likely the very opposite, and, therefore, the enhancement of the density of the supplied energy around the nuclear-reaction sites would increase the reaction rates by providing a larger opportunity for, and a larger amount of energy to be absorbed and consequently utilized for the excitation. For the external-field coupling into the surface-plasmon modes mentioned earlier, the possibility of the existence of intrinsic micro/nanoscale roughness or roughness induced in the electrolytic processes on metal surfaces in past experimental works is easily assumed. It is, therefore, supposed that there is some surface-plasmon electromagnetic enhancement effect even for metal plate samples, not to mention for the metal samples with micro/nanostructures with the abovementioned plasmonic-coupling mechanism. It is highly possible that the plasmonic enhancement effect is partly responsible for the micro/nanostructures of samples used with many of the successful experimental reports. Another evidence for this speculative plasmonic boosting effect is that there have been a number of successful experimental reports with the application of alternative or modulated electrical bias rather than stationary field particularly in D2O, which may have unknowingly excited the surface-plasmon oscillation, as Fig. 3(b) shows larger field enhancement at higher frequencies. The field-enhancement phenomenon studied, thus, could provide some clue toward solving the mystery of the energy supplied in overcoming the gigantic Coulomb barrier needed to produce the fusion reaction observed with visible rates, as well as a powerful tool for further technical progress.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we quantitatively investigated the enhancement of electromagnetic energy density around planar metal surfaces. We found that a large degree of enhancement, which is even higher than those for noble metals, is available for hydrogen-absorbing transition metals (Pd, Ti, and Ni) in the microwave region. The calculation scheme and results presented in this paper could be a useful tool for the design, analysis, and optimization of the hydrogen-related systems and their operation conditions, to efficiently harvest the plasmonic boosting effect. The calculated plasmonic field enhancement effect can thus be utilized for the improvement of practical energy-storing and energy-generating devices, such as those for hydrogen storage, sensing, and nuclear fusion.
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APPENDIX: FUNCTIONAL FITS TO DIELECTRIC CONSTANT DATA

\( \varepsilon' \): real part of dielectric function

\( \varepsilon'' \): imaginary part of dielectric function

\( \lambda \): freespace wavelength in micrometer

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Au} & \varepsilon' = 0.0148611 \lambda^6 - 0.5917979 \lambda^5 + 9.172669 \lambda^4 - 67.71835 \lambda^3 + 218.39183 \lambda^2 - 473.2765 \lambda + 329.5021 \\
& (2.066 \mu \text{m} < \lambda < 9.919 \mu \text{m}) \\
\varepsilon'' &= -0.00319953 \lambda^5 + 0.1034415 \lambda^4 - 1.431654 \lambda^3 + 11.35059 \lambda^2 - 34.74265 \lambda + 71.36284 \\
& (2.066 \mu \text{m} < \lambda < 9.919 \mu \text{m}) \\
\text{Ag} & \varepsilon' = -0.004344238 \lambda^6 + 0.1268463 \lambda^5 - 1.4738443 \lambda^4 + 11.99035 \lambda^3 - 97.02611 \lambda^2 + 151.34694 \lambda - 142.0007 \\
& (2.066 \mu \text{m} < \lambda < 9.919 \mu \text{m}) \\
\varepsilon'' &= 0.01885139 \lambda^6 - 0.6526473 \lambda^5 + 8.807471 \lambda^4 - 58.24693 \lambda^3 + 216.8512 \lambda^2 - 394.5561 \lambda + 284.2413 \\
& (2.066 \mu \text{m} < \lambda < 9.919 \mu \text{m}) \\
\text{Cu} & \varepsilon' = -0.005803838 \lambda^6 + 0.2162973 \lambda^5 - 2.965184 \lambda^4 + 20.81073 \lambda^3 - 105.5591 \lambda^2 + 139.9992 \lambda - 94.13901 \\
& (1.240 \mu \text{m} < \lambda < 9.537 \mu \text{m}) \\
\varepsilon'' &= -0.007910679 \lambda^6 + 0.230782 \lambda^5 - 2.709187 \lambda^4 + 16.91862 \lambda^3 - 44.9983 \lambda^2 + 66.4749 \lambda - 33.76591 \\
& (1.240 \mu \text{m} < \lambda < 9.537 \mu \text{m})
\end{align*}
\]
Pd
\[ \varepsilon = -66.630 + 434.4 + 513.3435 \lambda + 1552.611 \lambda^2 + 2349.634 \lambda^3 - 1894.806 \lambda^4 + 724.2406 \lambda^5 - 112.9396 \]
(1.240 \mu m < \lambda < 2.296 \mu m)
\[ \varepsilon = -0.001713934 \lambda + 0.9037973 \lambda^2 - 2.018558 \lambda^4 + 22.26673 \lambda^5 - 152.1131 \lambda^6 + 408.1293 \lambda^7 - 462.8617 \]
(2.296 \mu m < \lambda < 12.40 \mu m)
\[ \varepsilon = 11.33671 \lambda - 108.7595 \lambda^2 + 410.8409 \lambda^3 - 775.3821 \lambda^4 + 769.7342 \lambda^5 - 344.5274 \lambda^6 + 65.5487 \lambda^7 \]
(1.240 \mu m < \lambda < 2.583 \mu m)
\[ \varepsilon = -0.0104535 \lambda^2 + 0.4358529 \lambda^3 - 7.514814 \lambda^4 + 65.62838 \lambda^5 - 302.1163 \lambda^6 + 703.3077 \lambda^7 - 542.222 \]
(2.583 \mu m < \lambda < 12.40 \mu m)

Ti
\[ \varepsilon = 5.269955 364 \lambda^2 - 49.0499243 \lambda^3 + 158.705051 \lambda^4 - 183.980249 \lambda^5 - 49.5395215 \lambda^6 + 254.098657 \lambda^7 - 138.054024 \]
(1.240 \mu m < \lambda < 3.180 \mu m)
\[ \varepsilon = -553.37017 \lambda^2 + 12.0627915 \lambda^3 - 109.4177834 \lambda^4 + 528.601697 \lambda^5 - 1.4344307 \lambda^6 + 2.0730055 \lambda^7 - 1.2464246 \]
(3.180 \mu m < \lambda < 4.130 \mu m)
\[ \varepsilon = 125.124326 \lambda^4 - 392.42704 \lambda^5 + 51.3376228 \lambda^6 - 357.165883 \lambda^7 + 1.3955754 \lambda^8 - 2.9307.977 \lambda^9 + 2.5136429 \]
(4.130 \mu m < \lambda < 6.000 \mu m)
\[ \varepsilon = -0.000007988 052652 \lambda^9 + 0.000004909 123721 \lambda^{10} - 0.001146648 522 \lambda^{11} + 0.1255274 \lambda^{12} - 5.905607 112 \lambda^{13} + 6.47710946 \lambda^{14} + 49.4261999 \]
(6.000 \mu m < \lambda < 200.0 \mu m)
\[ \varepsilon = 199.97516 - 309.7294 \lambda^4 + 1948.9495 \lambda^5 - 6343.577 \lambda^6 + 11216.392 \lambda^7 - 101783.31 \lambda^8 + 37265.513 \]
(1.240 \mu m < \lambda < 4.130 \mu m)
\[ \varepsilon = 0.2367317 \lambda^5 - 9.1552872 \lambda^6 + 145.3041 \lambda^7 - 1210.593 \lambda^8 + 5583.728 \lambda^9 - 13507.74 \lambda^{10} + 439.3926 \]
(4.130 \mu m < \lambda < 8.860 \mu m)
\[ \varepsilon = -0.001665235 6954 \lambda^6 + 0.011065751 1 \lambda^7 - 0.2364390954 \lambda^8 + 0.767357479 \lambda^9 + 39.0341852 \lambda^{10} - 484.302483 \lambda^{11} + 173866.39 \lambda^{12} \]
(8.860 \mu m < \lambda < 22.20 \mu m)
\[ \varepsilon = 0.000000000 002373373 9646 \lambda^6 = 0.000000000 0172631981 \lambda^5 + 0.000000000 531104 \lambda^4 - 0.05687084 \lambda^3 + 6.9949629 \lambda^2 - 95.019142 \lambda + 312.4735 \]
(22.20 \mu m < \lambda < 200.0 \mu m)

Ni
\[ \varepsilon = -0.000730197 274 2368 \lambda^6 + 0.02176436 3000 \lambda^7 - 0.1576031365018 \lambda^8 - 0.54355131326324 \lambda^9 - 5.218665643 \lambda^{10} + 26185.993 \lambda^{11} + 2.1456756546 \lambda^{12} \]
(1.240 \mu m < \lambda < 12.40 \mu m)
\[ \varepsilon = 0.0016869225 \lambda^5 - 0.07306783 \lambda^6 + 1.0849084 \lambda^7 - 6.7381223 \lambda^8 + 17.29431 \lambda^9 + 15.815912 \lambda^{10} - 0.226482 \]
(1.240 \mu m < \lambda < 12.40 \mu m)

H₂O
\[ \varepsilon = 0.03379488 \lambda^6 - 0.4255284 \lambda^7 + 1.911364 \lambda^8 - 4.066653 \lambda^9 + 4.350977 \lambda^{10} - 2.252962 \lambda^{11} + 2.215805 \]
(1.24 \mu m < \lambda < 2.80 \mu m)
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